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powerful and haunting an intimate and unforgettable tale that transports the
reader to the heart of imperial russia chanel cleeton new york times
bestselling author of the most beautiful girl in cuba this sweeping novel
takes readers behind palace walls to see the end of imperial russia through
the eyes of olga nikolaevna romanov the first daughter of the last tsar grand
duchess olga romanov comes of age amid a shifting tide for the great
dynasties of europe but even as unrest simmers in the capital olga is content
to live within the confines of the sheltered life her parents have built for
her and her three sisters hiding from the world on account of their mother s
ill health their brother alexei s secret affliction and rising controversy
over father grigori rasputin the priest on whom the tsarina has come to rely
olga s only escape from the seclusion of alexander palace comes from the
grand tea parties her aunt hosts amid the shadow court of saint petersburg a
world of opulent ballrooms scandalous flirtation and whispered conversation
but as war approaches the palaces of russia are transformed olga and her
sisters trade their gowns for nursing habits assisting in surgeries and
tending to the wounded bodies and minds of russia s military officers as
troubling rumors about her parents trickle in from the front olga dares to
hope that a budding romance might survive whatever the future may hold but
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when tensions run high and supplies run low the controversy over rasputin
grows into fiery protest and calls for revolution threaten to end three
hundred years of romanov rule at turns glittering and harrowing the last
grand duchess is a story about dynasty duty and love but above all it s the
story of a family who would choose devotion to each other over everything
including their lives looking for more historical fiction from bryn turnbull
don t miss the woman before wallis for fans of the paris wife and the crown
this stunning novel tells the true story of the american divorcée who
captured prince edward s heart before he abdicated his throne for wallis
simpson twelve year old bea finds herself on a unique road trip with her
grandmother as they search for her grandmother s long lost sister the
legendary amelia earhart in this charming novel from the author of when
audrey met alice and summer of lost and found it s 1967 and twelve year old
bea is in need of some adventure her mother is off in san francisco while her
father has just gotten remarried in los angeles bea has gained a younger
stepsister and she s not thrilled about her blended family so when her ailing
grandmother pidge moves to an orange county senior living community and asks
if bea would spend the summer helping her get settled bea is happy for any
excuse to get away but it turns out her grandmother isn t interested in
settling in what she really wants is to hop a train back to atchison kansas
where she thinks she ll be reunited with her long missing sister amelia
earhart and she wants bea to be her sidekick on this secret trip at first bea
thinks her grandmother s plan is a little crazy but pidge has thirty years of
letters written in meelie s unmistakable voice all promising to reunite this
might be the adventure bea needs with letters in hand bea and pidge set off
on their quest to find amelia but getting halfway across the country proves
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to be more of an adventure than either of them bargained for and their search
for amelia leads to some surprising truths about their family and each other
award winning author carolyn meyer s anastasia is back in print with a
gorgeous new package anastasia is the youngest daughter of czar nicholas ii
ruler of russia anastasia is used to a life of luxury her major concerns are
how to get out of her detested schoolwork to play in the snow go ice skating
or have picnics she wears diamonds and rubies and every morning her mother
the princess tells her which matching outfit she and her three sisters shall
wear that day it s a fairy tale life until everything changes with the
outbreak of war between russia and germany as russia enters wwi hunger and
poverty grows among the peasants and soon they are not pleased with their
ruler while the czar is trying win a war and save their country the country
is turning on the royal family when her father and the rest of the family are
imprisoned by the bolsheviks suddenly anastasia understands what this war is
costing the people in the pages of her diary anastasia chronicles the wealth
and luxury of her royal days as well as the fall from power and her uncertain
fate ann hood s historical fantasy series comes to a thrilling end with a
trip to early 20th century russia in the final book of the treasure chest
maisie and felix find themselves in russia with the romanov family this epic
series is full of time travel and mystery that piques readers interests
delights teachers and librarians and celebrates some of the great historical
figures of the past every treasure chest book features a biography of the
featured historical figure along with ann s favorite facts from her research
six thousand mile travel journal through the southwest united states of a
couple and their six loveable burros to places you will never go the
extensive collection of letters compiled in the last grand tour chronicles
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the adventures of a michigan family s trip to italy in 1959 1960 margaret and
gilbert sherman with their three children helen elizabeth whiz and tom in tow
detailed their eight month journey with engaging descriptions wry
observations and riotous anecdotes in their correspondence with family
members back in the states this candid and witty travelogue highlights the
family s visits to a number of italian cities including venice rome and pisa
along with the everyday joys and trials of life at a rural villa outside
florence the family sailed from new york city in late august 1959 on board
the ocean liner vulcania and after stops at the ports of lisbon palermo
naples and venice disembarked in trieste from there they drove to florence
where they leased a villa la colombaia for five months while the family
enjoyed their time there country life had its drawbacks and they found
themselves more tied down with daily chores than they expected with a desire
to see more of florence and free up their time they moved back into the city
for several weeks before going on a long road trip to visit siena verona
perugia and other cities in tuscany the shermans had planned originally on a
one year journey traveling north through europe and then crossing over to
england but the adventure wore thin on the kids and their homesickness among
other things led to a change in plans by late april the family arrived back
in trieste for a return voyage on the vulcania in the letters and postcards
peg and gib not only mention places visited and sights seen but also describe
the hassles of dealing with the italian police and assorted bureaucrats the
etiquette of driving italian style the challenges of homeschooling the two
older girls and the appreciation of art masterpieces as seen through the eyes
of a five year old boy the last grand tour will take the reader on a
rollicking trip with the firenze kids and no passport is needed on the island
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of minorca some things never change the sun shines the breeze ruffles the
mediterranean and the grand dukes are eternally in debt grand duke ramon xx
doesn t let his permanent state of near bankruptcy interfere with the simple
pleasures of life a good lunch a cigar and a glass of cognac but trouble is
on the horizon when the island is visited by a german businessman who will
stop at nothing to get his hands on potential sulfur mines at the same time a
moneylender in paris threatens to expose a devastating secret leaving ramon
on the verge of losing not only his beloved island but his honor and
reputation as well it s not until he crosses paths with mr collin gentleman
thief and swindler that a gleam of hope appears but who is the mysterious and
beautiful woman pretending to be mr collin s wife and does she hold the key
to solving the grand duke s financial problems once and for all frank heller
was the first internationally famous swedish crime writer the son of a
clergyman to avoid arrest after a financial fraud he left sweden for the
continent in desperate straits after losing the swindled money in a casino in
monte carlo he tried his hand at writing novels with immediate success and
produced forty three novels short stories and travelogues before his death in
1947 a first rate mystery thriller a novel every one will enjoy the sketch a
story of national bankruptcy revolution and high adventure in the curious
grand duchy of minorca and elsewhere it is all wildly impossible but none the
less amusing on that account westminster gazette thady who disappeared from
anne s life seven years ago has now reappearedsince he left she has gone out
with other men but she could never forget thady he has become a successful
playwright and is rumored to have been with many beautiful women as soon as
they are reunited their passion for one another is apparent however his sad
past may ruin their chance at a reunion thady riordan walked out of anne s
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life to pursue his career on the other side of the world for seven years he
cut off all communication with her now he was back offering to share his home
his body and anne believed his heart but something was taking him away from
her for long unexplained periods something that tormented him and kept him
from confiding in her more than any other sport baseball has developed its
own niche in america s culture and psyche some researchers spend years on
detailed statistical analyses of minute parts of the game while others wax
poetic about its players and plays many trace the beginnings of the civil
rights movement in part to the major leagues decision to integrate and the
words and phrases of the game for example pinch hitter and out in left field
have become common in our everyday language from aaron henry onward this book
covers all of what might be called the cultural aspects of baseball as
opposed to the number rich statistical information so widely available
elsewhere biographical sketches of all hall of fame players owners executives
and umpires as well as many of the sportswriters and broadcasters who have
won the spink and frick awards join entries for teams owners commissioners
and league presidents advertising agents drafts illegal substances minor
leagues oldest players perfect games retired uniform numbers superstitions
tripleheaders and youngest players are among the thousands of entries herein
most entries open with a topical quote and conclude with a brief bibliography
of sources for further research the whole work is exhaustively indexed and
includes 119 photographs as farrell and his new allies make plans to counter
neldin s evil meglar forces their hand when he invades a neighboring kingdom
a new study of italy through the lens of its housing since antiquity italy
has been the origin of key themes of western architecture and culture many of
which continue to provide an inspiring frame of reference critically
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emulating the tradition and in parts the itinerary of the classic grand tour
followed by european aristocrats the last grand tour takes a nuanced look at
italy today using the subject of housing as its hub it offers new narratives
and positions on current issues and developments in the format of a graphic
and textual atlas this book explores italy at various scales zooming in and
out of themes cities and regions it allows for associative and nonlinear
comprehension and reflection the spatial aspect of living with its huge
impact on the limited resources of land is the starting point for the
proposals and strategies the book offers its audience reaches beyond the
professional architecture community aiming at anyone with an interest in the
much debated topic of affordable housing and twenty first century italy well
illustrated story of the klondike gold rush and the opening of alaska
includes great north albums selections of historic photographs and old yukon
tales and klondike tall tales as well as a considerable section on the nome
rush powerful and haunting an intimate and unforgettable tale that transports
the reader to the heart of imperial russia chanel cleeton new york times
bestselling author of the most beautiful girl in cuba this sweeping novel
takes readers behind palace walls to see the end of imperial russia through
the eyes of olga nikolaevna romanov the first daughter of the last tsar grand
duchess olga romanov comes of age amid a shifting tide for the great
dynasties of europe but even as unrest simmers in the capital olga is content
to live within the confines of the sheltered life her parents have built for
her and her three sisters hiding from the world on account of their mother s
ill health their brother alexei s secret affliction and rising controversy
over father grigori rasputin the priest on whom the tsarina has come to rely
olga s only escape from the seclusion of alexander palace comes from the
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grand tea parties her aunt hosts amid the shadow court of saint petersburg a
world of opulent ballrooms scandalous flirtation and whispered conversation
but as war approaches the palaces of russia are transformed olga and her
sisters trade their gowns for nursing habits assisting in surgeries and
tending to the wounded bodies and minds of russia s military officers as
troubling rumors about her parents trickle in from the front olga dares to
hope that a budding romance might survive whatever the future may hold but
when tensions run high and supplies run low the controversy over rasputin
grows into fiery protest and calls for revolution threaten to end three
hundred years of romanov rule at turns glittering and harrowing the last
grand duchess is a story about dynasty duty and love but above all it s the
story of a family who would choose devotion to each other over everything
including their lives maurice de saxe was the brilliant adornment of a
brilliant age one of the most renowned and admired men in the europe of his
day it is not surprising that the writing of the biography of this vivid
talented and entertaining figure should have provided the author with a
genial and absorbing task he came of extraordinary stock the circumstances of
his birth were remarkable he was the lover of many celebrated women he won
the lifelong friendship of men of the stature of voltaire he aspired to a
crown and nearly became the czar of russia his activities spanned a whole
continent from paris to dresden from dresden to warsaw from warsaw to moscow
yet he was more much more than an energetic and flamboyant adventurer he was
acknowledged to be the outstanding general of his era a military genius who
linked the epoch of marlborough with the epoch of frederick the great he led
great armies and won great victories it is part of the purpose of this book
to restore him to the pre eminent place in social and military history to
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which his achievements entitle him the study of his campaigns has proved no
dutiful or dreary labour for he was among the wittiest and most elegant
military practitioners who have ever lived there was a touch of diablerie
about the manner in which he gained his spectacular triumphs that set him
apart from the other great captains of his era includes extraordinary
sessions
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The Last Grand Duchess 2022-02-08

powerful and haunting an intimate and unforgettable tale that transports the
reader to the heart of imperial russia chanel cleeton new york times
bestselling author of the most beautiful girl in cuba this sweeping novel
takes readers behind palace walls to see the end of imperial russia through
the eyes of olga nikolaevna romanov the first daughter of the last tsar grand
duchess olga romanov comes of age amid a shifting tide for the great
dynasties of europe but even as unrest simmers in the capital olga is content
to live within the confines of the sheltered life her parents have built for
her and her three sisters hiding from the world on account of their mother s
ill health their brother alexei s secret affliction and rising controversy
over father grigori rasputin the priest on whom the tsarina has come to rely
olga s only escape from the seclusion of alexander palace comes from the
grand tea parties her aunt hosts amid the shadow court of saint petersburg a
world of opulent ballrooms scandalous flirtation and whispered conversation
but as war approaches the palaces of russia are transformed olga and her
sisters trade their gowns for nursing habits assisting in surgeries and
tending to the wounded bodies and minds of russia s military officers as
troubling rumors about her parents trickle in from the front olga dares to
hope that a budding romance might survive whatever the future may hold but
when tensions run high and supplies run low the controversy over rasputin
grows into fiery protest and calls for revolution threaten to end three
hundred years of romanov rule at turns glittering and harrowing the last
grand duchess is a story about dynasty duty and love but above all it s the
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story of a family who would choose devotion to each other over everything
including their lives looking for more historical fiction from bryn turnbull
don t miss the woman before wallis for fans of the paris wife and the crown
this stunning novel tells the true story of the american divorcée who
captured prince edward s heart before he abdicated his throne for wallis
simpson

The Last Grand Adventure 2018-03-20

twelve year old bea finds herself on a unique road trip with her grandmother
as they search for her grandmother s long lost sister the legendary amelia
earhart in this charming novel from the author of when audrey met alice and
summer of lost and found it s 1967 and twelve year old bea is in need of some
adventure her mother is off in san francisco while her father has just gotten
remarried in los angeles bea has gained a younger stepsister and she s not
thrilled about her blended family so when her ailing grandmother pidge moves
to an orange county senior living community and asks if bea would spend the
summer helping her get settled bea is happy for any excuse to get away but it
turns out her grandmother isn t interested in settling in what she really
wants is to hop a train back to atchison kansas where she thinks she ll be
reunited with her long missing sister amelia earhart and she wants bea to be
her sidekick on this secret trip at first bea thinks her grandmother s plan
is a little crazy but pidge has thirty years of letters written in meelie s
unmistakable voice all promising to reunite this might be the adventure bea
needs with letters in hand bea and pidge set off on their quest to find
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amelia but getting halfway across the country proves to be more of an
adventure than either of them bargained for and their search for amelia leads
to some surprising truths about their family and each other

Anastasia: The Last Grand Duchess, Russia, 1914
2013-10-29

award winning author carolyn meyer s anastasia is back in print with a
gorgeous new package anastasia is the youngest daughter of czar nicholas ii
ruler of russia anastasia is used to a life of luxury her major concerns are
how to get out of her detested schoolwork to play in the snow go ice skating
or have picnics she wears diamonds and rubies and every morning her mother
the princess tells her which matching outfit she and her three sisters shall
wear that day it s a fairy tale life until everything changes with the
outbreak of war between russia and germany as russia enters wwi hunger and
poverty grows among the peasants and soon they are not pleased with their
ruler while the czar is trying win a war and save their country the country
is turning on the royal family when her father and the rest of the family are
imprisoned by the bolsheviks suddenly anastasia understands what this war is
costing the people in the pages of her diary anastasia chronicles the wealth
and luxury of her royal days as well as the fall from power and her uncertain
fate
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Anastasia Romanov: The Last Grand Duchess #10
2014-10-30

ann hood s historical fantasy series comes to a thrilling end with a trip to
early 20th century russia in the final book of the treasure chest maisie and
felix find themselves in russia with the romanov family this epic series is
full of time travel and mystery that piques readers interests delights
teachers and librarians and celebrates some of the great historical figures
of the past every treasure chest book features a biography of the featured
historical figure along with ann s favorite facts from her research

The Last Grand Efforts of the South to Extend and
Perpetuate Slavery 1861

six thousand mile travel journal through the southwest united states of a
couple and their six loveable burros to places you will never go

Last Grand Adventure 2013-02

the extensive collection of letters compiled in the last grand tour
chronicles the adventures of a michigan family s trip to italy in 1959 1960
margaret and gilbert sherman with their three children helen elizabeth whiz
and tom in tow detailed their eight month journey with engaging descriptions
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wry observations and riotous anecdotes in their correspondence with family
members back in the states this candid and witty travelogue highlights the
family s visits to a number of italian cities including venice rome and pisa
along with the everyday joys and trials of life at a rural villa outside
florence the family sailed from new york city in late august 1959 on board
the ocean liner vulcania and after stops at the ports of lisbon palermo
naples and venice disembarked in trieste from there they drove to florence
where they leased a villa la colombaia for five months while the family
enjoyed their time there country life had its drawbacks and they found
themselves more tied down with daily chores than they expected with a desire
to see more of florence and free up their time they moved back into the city
for several weeks before going on a long road trip to visit siena verona
perugia and other cities in tuscany the shermans had planned originally on a
one year journey traveling north through europe and then crossing over to
england but the adventure wore thin on the kids and their homesickness among
other things led to a change in plans by late april the family arrived back
in trieste for a return voyage on the vulcania in the letters and postcards
peg and gib not only mention places visited and sights seen but also describe
the hassles of dealing with the italian police and assorted bureaucrats the
etiquette of driving italian style the challenges of homeschooling the two
older girls and the appreciation of art masterpieces as seen through the eyes
of a five year old boy the last grand tour will take the reader on a
rollicking trip with the firenze kids and no passport is needed
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The Last Grand Tour 2019-08-14

on the island of minorca some things never change the sun shines the breeze
ruffles the mediterranean and the grand dukes are eternally in debt grand
duke ramon xx doesn t let his permanent state of near bankruptcy interfere
with the simple pleasures of life a good lunch a cigar and a glass of cognac
but trouble is on the horizon when the island is visited by a german
businessman who will stop at nothing to get his hands on potential sulfur
mines at the same time a moneylender in paris threatens to expose a
devastating secret leaving ramon on the verge of losing not only his beloved
island but his honor and reputation as well it s not until he crosses paths
with mr collin gentleman thief and swindler that a gleam of hope appears but
who is the mysterious and beautiful woman pretending to be mr collin s wife
and does she hold the key to solving the grand duke s financial problems once
and for all frank heller was the first internationally famous swedish crime
writer the son of a clergyman to avoid arrest after a financial fraud he left
sweden for the continent in desperate straits after losing the swindled money
in a casino in monte carlo he tried his hand at writing novels with immediate
success and produced forty three novels short stories and travelogues before
his death in 1947 a first rate mystery thriller a novel every one will enjoy
the sketch a story of national bankruptcy revolution and high adventure in
the curious grand duchy of minorca and elsewhere it is all wildly impossible
but none the less amusing on that account westminster gazette
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The Grand Duke's Last Chance 2022-12-11

thady who disappeared from anne s life seven years ago has now
reappearedsince he left she has gone out with other men but she could never
forget thady he has become a successful playwright and is rumored to have
been with many beautiful women as soon as they are reunited their passion for
one another is apparent however his sad past may ruin their chance at a
reunion

THE LAST GRAND PASSION 2015-03-27

thady riordan walked out of anne s life to pursue his career on the other
side of the world for seven years he cut off all communication with her now
he was back offering to share his home his body and anne believed his heart
but something was taking him away from her for long unexplained periods
something that tormented him and kept him from confiding in her

Proceedings of the Grand Encampment of Knights
Templar of the United States of America 1889

more than any other sport baseball has developed its own niche in america s
culture and psyche some researchers spend years on detailed statistical
analyses of minute parts of the game while others wax poetic about its
players and plays many trace the beginnings of the civil rights movement in
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part to the major leagues decision to integrate and the words and phrases of
the game for example pinch hitter and out in left field have become common in
our everyday language from aaron henry onward this book covers all of what
might be called the cultural aspects of baseball as opposed to the number
rich statistical information so widely available elsewhere biographical
sketches of all hall of fame players owners executives and umpires as well as
many of the sportswriters and broadcasters who have won the spink and frick
awards join entries for teams owners commissioners and league presidents
advertising agents drafts illegal substances minor leagues oldest players
perfect games retired uniform numbers superstitions tripleheaders and
youngest players are among the thousands of entries herein most entries open
with a topical quote and conclude with a brief bibliography of sources for
further research the whole work is exhaustively indexed and includes 119
photographs

Proceedings of the Grand Chapter of Royal Arch
Masons of the State of California at Its ... Annual
Convocation 1894

as farrell and his new allies make plans to counter neldin s evil meglar
forces their hand when he invades a neighboring kingdom
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The Last Cæsars of Byzantium 1891

a new study of italy through the lens of its housing since antiquity italy
has been the origin of key themes of western architecture and culture many of
which continue to provide an inspiring frame of reference critically
emulating the tradition and in parts the itinerary of the classic grand tour
followed by european aristocrats the last grand tour takes a nuanced look at
italy today using the subject of housing as its hub it offers new narratives
and positions on current issues and developments in the format of a graphic
and textual atlas this book explores italy at various scales zooming in and
out of themes cities and regions it allows for associative and nonlinear
comprehension and reflection the spatial aspect of living with its huge
impact on the limited resources of land is the starting point for the
proposals and strategies the book offers its audience reaches beyond the
professional architecture community aiming at anyone with an interest in the
much debated topic of affordable housing and twenty first century italy

The International Good Templar 1895

well illustrated story of the klondike gold rush and the opening of alaska
includes great north albums selections of historic photographs and old yukon
tales and klondike tall tales as well as a considerable section on the nome
rush
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Master Thaddeus; or, the last foray in Lithuania,
tr. by M.A. Biggs. With notes by the transl. and
E.S. Naganowski 1885

powerful and haunting an intimate and unforgettable tale that transports the
reader to the heart of imperial russia chanel cleeton new york times
bestselling author of the most beautiful girl in cuba this sweeping novel
takes readers behind palace walls to see the end of imperial russia through
the eyes of olga nikolaevna romanov the first daughter of the last tsar grand
duchess olga romanov comes of age amid a shifting tide for the great
dynasties of europe but even as unrest simmers in the capital olga is content
to live within the confines of the sheltered life her parents have built for
her and her three sisters hiding from the world on account of their mother s
ill health their brother alexei s secret affliction and rising controversy
over father grigori rasputin the priest on whom the tsarina has come to rely
olga s only escape from the seclusion of alexander palace comes from the
grand tea parties her aunt hosts amid the shadow court of saint petersburg a
world of opulent ballrooms scandalous flirtation and whispered conversation
but as war approaches the palaces of russia are transformed olga and her
sisters trade their gowns for nursing habits assisting in surgeries and
tending to the wounded bodies and minds of russia s military officers as
troubling rumors about her parents trickle in from the front olga dares to
hope that a budding romance might survive whatever the future may hold but
when tensions run high and supplies run low the controversy over rasputin
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grows into fiery protest and calls for revolution threaten to end three
hundred years of romanov rule at turns glittering and harrowing the last
grand duchess is a story about dynasty duty and love but above all it s the
story of a family who would choose devotion to each other over everything
including their lives

The Last Grand Passion 1998-01

maurice de saxe was the brilliant adornment of a brilliant age one of the
most renowned and admired men in the europe of his day it is not surprising
that the writing of the biography of this vivid talented and entertaining
figure should have provided the author with a genial and absorbing task he
came of extraordinary stock the circumstances of his birth were remarkable he
was the lover of many celebrated women he won the lifelong friendship of men
of the stature of voltaire he aspired to a crown and nearly became the czar
of russia his activities spanned a whole continent from paris to dresden from
dresden to warsaw from warsaw to moscow yet he was more much more than an
energetic and flamboyant adventurer he was acknowledged to be the outstanding
general of his era a military genius who linked the epoch of marlborough with
the epoch of frederick the great he led great armies and won great victories
it is part of the purpose of this book to restore him to the pre eminent
place in social and military history to which his achievements entitle him
the study of his campaigns has proved no dutiful or dreary labour for he was
among the wittiest and most elegant military practitioners who have ever
lived there was a touch of diablerie about the manner in which he gained his
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